Touch not the fish: the Mesolithic-Neolithic change of diet and its significance

Stable isotope analysis has startled the archaeological community by showing a rapid and widespread change from a marine to terrestrial diet (ie from fish to domesticated plants and animals) as people moved from a Mesolithic to a Neolithic culture. This could be a consequence of domestication, or as Julian Thomas (2003) proposed, of a kind of taboo (‘Touch not the fish’). In a key challenge, Nicky Milner and her colleagues (2004) questioned the reality of this nutritional revolution, contrasting the message of the bones and shells found on settlement sites, with the isotope measurements in the bones of people. Here Mike Richards and Rick Schulting, champions of the diet-revolution, strongly reinforce the arguments. The change was real, it seems: so what does it mean? Milner and colleagues respond.
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Against the grain? A response to Milner et al. (2004)

M.P. Richards¹ & R.J. Schulting²

Introduction

A recent publication in this journal (Milner et al. 2004) called into question the increasing body of human stable isotopic data showing a rapid diet shift away from marine resources associated with the beginning of the Neolithic in parts of north-western Europe, particularly in Britain and Denmark. While we very much welcome informed and positive debate on this issue, we feel we must respond to this specific paper as it is problematic at a number of levels.

Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis of human bone is beginning to challenge what we would argue is the current orthodoxy of a gradual dietary transition between the Mesolithic and Neolithic. Indeed, the stable isotope data support some elements of a
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previous orthodoxy, which saw the advent of the Neolithic as a ‘revolution’. This is not to say that all elements are supported by the isotopic data; the question of the interactions between any incomers and indigenous people, for example, is still very much a live issue. And it is still far from clear exactly how the shift occurred, how rapid it was in human terms (in generations rather than radiocarbon years), and why it occurred. And there is still the possibility of regional and supra-regional variation to be addressed fully. But the implications of the stable isotope data are beginning to be acknowledged and addressed (e.g. Thomas 2003). This is an important independent line of evidence, and has been available since the early 1980s (Tauber 1981a), yet until recently little consideration has been given to the picture of a very rapid and significant shift in diet across the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition. Instead, it is during this very period that the view of the transition as a long, drawn-out process began to emerge and dominate discussion (Thomas 1991).

It is in this context that criticisms made of the isotopic data, particularly by Milner et al. (2004) need to be addressed. Their dismissal of the isotopic evidence for a rapid and significant transition, while to some extent encouraging debate, also prematurely attempts to close it. Milner et al. (2004) present their critique along three main fronts (see also Bailey & Milner 2002). Firstly, they contend that the zooarchaeological and archaeological evidence for diet is at odds with the stable isotope data; secondly, they point to problems of sample size and bias in the human skeletons used for analysis; and thirdly, they argue that there are problems with the interpretation of stable isotope data. We address each of these concerns in turn.

The (zoo)archaeological data

Milner et al. (2004) make much of the zooarchaeological evidence for the continued use of marine resources in the Neolithic, taking examples mainly from Denmark but also from Britain and Ireland. They argue that the presence of the remains of marine foods (especially shellfish) in Neolithic contexts, and the occurrence of apparent seal-hunting stations and of fish traps, somehow counters any argument of a large-scale dietary shift at the start of the Neolithic. Despite the numerous problems and biases with the use of zooarchaeological data, they present this evidence as if it were some sort of ‘spoiler’; that finding any evidence, however slight, of any Neolithic person consuming marine foods undermines the isotopic data of a large scale shift. Simply put, the continued occasional use of marine resources in the Neolithic is not at all incompatible with the isotope data, but is largely irrelevant in the overall question of large-scale dietary shifts. The isotopic evidence presents a long-term measure of lifetime diets, and clearly shows a significant change in human diet between the Mesolithic and the Neolithic. Remains of fish and shellfish recovered from archaeological sites are the remains of individual meals, but are not indicative of the overall diet of a human population. As Geoff Bailey himself has elegantly argued (Bailey 1975, 1978), shells are highly visible archaeologically due to their preservational properties, but misleading in terms of determining diet composition, as they are nutritionally poor. Bailey (1978) writes that:

‘The ease with which molluscs can be over-rated as a source of food will be swiftly appreciated from the fact that approximately 700 oysters would be needed to supply enough kilocalories for one person for one day, if no other food were eaten, or 1400 cockles,
or 400 limpets, to name the species most often found in European middens. I have estimated that approximately 52,267 oysters would be required to supply the calorific equivalent of a single red deer carcase, 156,800 cockles, or 31,360 limpets, **figures which may help to place in proper nutritional perspective the vast numbers of shells recorded archaeologically.**

(Bailey 1978: 39, emphasis ours)

Therefore, the occasional Neolithic shell midden is in itself hardly indicative of a continued marine-based economy in this period. The nature of the exploitation may have been very different, for example, from a central aspect of subsistence in the Mesolithic to one more peripheral in the Neolithic.

In addition, it should be emphasised that, aside from these shell middens and special purpose sites, there are actually very few Neolithic faunal assemblages known from Denmark. Bone survival is poor away from the shell middens, but where mammalian fauna is preserved from the Early Neolithic, it is dominated by domestic fauna (see Fischer 2002 for a recent review). Thus Milner et al.'s (2004) discussion touches upon only one aspect of the Neolithic economy, and likely a very limited one.

In the context of Britain, where much of our own research on this issue has been focused (i.e. Richards & Hedges 1999; Richards et al. 2003a; Schulting & Richards 2002a, b), Milner et al. (2004) do agree that there is substantially less evidence for marine exploitation in the Neolithic. They suggest that this is partly because of inundation of coastal sites by rising sea levels. However, sea levels were quite close to their present position by 4000 cal BC (the generally accepted data for the appearance of Neolithic material culture in the UK), so that this argument holds far less relevance than it does for the Mesolithic period, when it is very much a factor (Schulting & Richards 2002a, b). Milner et al. point to shell middens of Neolithic date along the Firth of Forth in south-east Scotland and along the coast of Co. Sligo, western Ireland, and to evidence for fishing from Neolithic Orkney. The shell middens are subject to the same issues already raised above—their simple presence, while certainly interesting and worthy of further investigation—says little about their quantitative importance in long-term diet. The Forth and Sligo middens are notable for the absence of much in the way of cultural material, or indeed fauna aside from oyster shell (Sloan 1982). Indeed, at least some of the Forth shell middens have been argued to represent largely natural accumulations (Jardine 1984), albeit with intermittent occupation indicated by hearths, possibly taking advantage of their good drainage properties. A number of fish bones have been found inside the chambers of some Orcadian Neolithic tombs, although it is not entirely clear that all of these represent human activity. Otters and other predators used the tombs as dens, and could have introduced some of this material. But it is likely that some fishing was indeed practiced at this time (Colley 1983; Wheeler 1983); nevertheless, once again, this gives no indication of its importance in the overall subsistence economy. The few available human stable isotope results from Orkney have typically terrestrial values, though these were obtained incidentally as part of the radiocarbon dating process, and need to be re-visited (this is the subject of ongoing research).

In the face of what Milner et al. (2004) regard as conflicts between the isotopic and archaeological lines of evidence, it is worth noting that the British Neolithic faunal evidence demonstrates an overwhelming reliance on domesticated species, particularly cattle
(Armour-Chelu 1998; Grigson 1999; Legge 1981; Stallibrass & Huntley 1996; Tresset 2000, 2003). The sites from which these assemblages derive are admittedly largely inland, but, just as we have argued that coastal resources ceased being exploited with any consistency and intensity, so too it appears that the hunting of wild game ceased to be an important economic activity in the Neolithic in parts of north-west Europe. The same dominance of domestic fauna also applies to the earliest Neolithic faunal assemblage from Orkney, that of Knap of Howar (Noddle 1983; Schulting et al. 2004). In this sense the British Neolithic isotopic data is not in the degree of conflict with the zooarchaeological data intimated by Milner et al. Therefore, both the British faunal and isotopic data indicate the rapid and widespread uptake of domesticates in the Neolithic, in both inland and coastal areas.

Sample bias?

Milner et al. (2004) rightly acknowledge that the (zoo)archaeological data and the isotopic data are referring to different scales of analysis. There may be some question, however, as to the extent to which the former necessarily refer to ‘generalised dietary tendencies over long periods’ as they claim (Milner et al. 2004: 12). Some faunal assemblages may reflect relatively short-term or special purpose use, and may have little to do with overall, long-term diet. Again, there is a tendency to overlook possible biases in their own data. This tendency is repeated in their conclusions, where they again imply that ‘traditional sources of palaeodietary information give us a generalised picture of subsistence within the catchment of an archaeological deposit’ (Milner et al. 2004: 19). This presents a rather problematic view of archaeological formation processes, in which all subsistence resources used by a group of people within an area will somehow conveniently end up, represented in correct proportions, on a site for us to find. Leaving this aside, in both instances the main point they want to make is that the isotopic data is very limited in scope, referring as it does to the long-term diets of specific individuals.

The contention that only a very small sample of the total population of the Mesolithic and Neolithic from the countries in question has been analysed is certainly true. We have, for example, endeavoured to measure the isotopic values of every human dated to the Mesolithic in Britain; in fact we have specifically sought out contexts with human remains likely to date to the Mesolithic (Schulting & Richards 2002b), yet the number of these remains small. For the British Neolithic, there is a much larger database, with hundreds of individuals measured and with approximately 200 of these directly radiocarbon dated. None of these, from whatever context and from both inland and coastal regions, have isotopic signals indicative of any significant consumption of marine foods. By ‘significant’ we mean more than 5-15 per cent consumption of marine protein, which is near the resolution limits of the technique for an individual. Nevertheless, it is also worth pointing out that grouped comparisons of individuals from near-coastal (within 10km of the sea) also do not reveal any differences ($\delta^{13}C = -20.8 \pm 0.7\%$ for 68 humans from 19 coastal sites, compared to $-20.7 \pm 0.7\%$ for 99 humans from 25 inland sites) (Richards et al. 2003a). The interpretation placed on this by Milner et al. (2004), that the results are therefore potentially idiosyncratic and unrepresentative, shows a misunderstanding of probability. If such a small subset of a population is being sampled, the chance of repeatedly picking out rare
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cases with unrepresentative diets becomes even more remote. Thus, if anything, this actually
supports the argument that the individuals measured do accurately reflect the norm at this
time, at least for those areas and time periods that are represented. The Neolithic sample
in particular (and this is key to their argument) is hardly unrepresentative and it would be
extremely unlikely that we had repeatedly sampled unusual or idiosyncratic individuals.

Indeed, one could very easily apply the comments made by Milner et al. (2004) on sample
size problems to their own zooarchaeological data. The amount of food actually represented
in all the known faunal assemblages from the Neolithic of both Denmark and Britain must
represent only a very tiny fraction of all the foods consumed by the hundreds of thousands
of individuals who lived over a period of some 1000 years. Again, this bias is not recognised.
Nor, following on from the above discussion, do we wish to pursue it here other than to
point out that this kind of problem affects most prehistoric archaeology, no matter what
kinds of remains are being discussed.

That those individuals sampled from Britain derive predominantly from monumental
mortuary contexts and causewayed enclosures does present another possibility, that of an
elite with privileged access to the new, high-status domesticated foods. We have addressed
this issue elsewhere, and find it unlikely on a number of grounds (Schulting & Richards
2002a, b; Schulting 2004). A number of coastal British samples derive from caves rather
than monumental contexts, and these show no systematic difference in their isotopic values
either for carbon or nitrogen. Similarly, a number of Danish Neolithic samples derive from
flat graves and chance bog finds; indeed, for the early part of the Neolithic, these outnumber
samples from monumental mortuary contexts.

The proposition that the observed differences could be related to age or sex differences
(Milner et al. 2004: 15), while certainly worth considering, also fails to convince as an
explanation in this instance. Males and females, adults and subadults, are all represented in
the Neolithic dataset. Sample size becomes increasingly problematic as the total sample is
subdivided by age and sex, and it remains possible that a finer-grained analysis would reveal
some dietary distinctions. However, these would very likely be quite subtle (cf. Schulting &
Richards 2001), and cannot be used to account for the massive isotopic differences seen
between most coastal Mesolithic individuals, and all coastal Neolithic individuals (in
Denmark, Britain, and also Brittany) analysed to date.

Neolithic variability?
The fact that Mesolithic diets were variable, as alluded to by Milner et al. (2004; and
also noted in Schulting & Richards 2002a), with isotopic results indicating the coexistence
of both marine and terrestrial dominated diets, does not affect our argument. Our main
contention is that Neolithic diets, at least in those areas sampled to date, are far less variable
and are predominantly terrestrial.

Curiously, Milner et al. (2004: Figures 1a, b) actually present much of our stable isotope
data in their paper, and then use these in support of their arguments for a gradual dietary
transition, although, in our opinion, their graphs actually support the idea of the dramatic
classic that we have highlighted. It is unclear to us how Milner et al. can strongly criticise a
method and then utilise it, in the very same paper, to support their own arguments. Surely,
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they cannot have it both ways? But, to take the case as Milner et al. (2004: 13) present it, Figures 1a and 1b are used to point to a small number of cases of ‘considerable overlap’ near the crucial period of 4000 cal BC. The first impression of their Figure 1a is one of an abrupt and overwhelming disjunction at 4000 BC. The chronological ‘overlap’ alluded to consists entirely of the tail ends of 2 sigma error bars. Nor does this graph take any account of the context of the samples. The latest and highly marine influenced Mesolithic samples derive from the Oronsay shell middens on the west coast of Scotland (Richards & Mellars 1998; Richards & Sheridan 2000). There is no indication of any Neolithic presence whatsoever at these sites. This, together with their relatively isolated geographical position, strongly suggests that these were among the last individuals on the west coast of Scotland to follow a purely, perhaps even exaggerated, ‘Mesolithic’ way of life (cf. Mithen 2000).

For Denmark also, the strongest impression by far is unquestionably that of a sharp dietary shift at c. 4000 BC (Milner et al. 2004: Figure 1b). In some ways paralleling Oronsay, there are a small number of very late individuals that show very high marine isotopic signatures, and are responsible for an ‘overlap’. The most important of these is Dragsholm (Tauber 1981a, b; 1983), previously highlighted as a crucial site in understanding how complete and rapid the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition may have been in terms of a dietary shift (e.g. Richards et al. 2003b; Schulting 1998). Here, a double burial of two adult females was found within only two metres of an adult male grave. The females showed extremely elevated δ13C values of −11.5‰ and −12.2‰, indicating that essentially all of their protein came from the sea, while the male shows a strongly terrestrial result of −21.7‰ (Tauber 1981b). Although the originally available radiocarbon dates certainly allow the possibility of contemporaneity (Milner et al. 2004, Figure 2), the material culture in the graves was purely Mesolithic in the case of the female grave, and purely Neolithic in the case of the male grave. This, together with the complete dietary separation, would be a remarkable situation if the two graves were indeed contemporary and belonged to the same culture. Fischer’s (2002) suggestion cited by Milner et al., that they represent a man and his wives, is simply incorrect. New dating and stable isotope analyses on the two graves demonstrate both their dietary and chronological separation (Price et al. in press).

Stable isotopes and human diet

The final aspect of Milner et al.’s (2004) critique relates to the stable isotope method itself, and to the interpretation of the results. Before responding in detail, it is worth emphasising that this method of reconstructing diets of humans and fauna has been applied in archaeology, ecology, and zoology for at least twenty-five years, and that the basic models for the differences in isotopic signatures are based on hundreds of studies, both modern and archaeological. There are a number of excellent reviews, as well as readily accessible meta-analyses which group together the many thousands of published results and which firmly support the robustness of this method, especially in identifying marine vs. terrestrial diets (Peterson & Fry 1987; Owens 1987; Kelly 2000; Vanderklift & Ponsard 2003; Post 2002). Thus is it difficult to sustain Milner et al.’s (2004: 19) criticism that we have exaggerated the power of the technique. This is not to say that questions and issues do not remain, but the
basic workings of the technique are quite well understood, and have been tried and tested repeatedly.

Milner et al. question a number of aspects of the interpretation of stable isotope data. One point made is that marine $\delta^{13}C$ signals can enter the human food web indirectly, through practices such as foddering and manuring. This is only partly true. Foddering, for example with seaweed, can introduce elevated $\delta^{13}C$ values, such as seen in some modern sheep in parts of Orkney (Ambers 1990). And, most intriguingly, there is new evidence of this practice from Neolithic Orkney (Balasse et al. 2005). The effect of this on human consumers is currently being investigated, as it is likely to have made an impact on $\delta^{13}C$ values, though less so on $\delta^{15}N$ values. But their suggestion that manuring could equally affect $\delta^{13}C$ values is simply mistaken. Terrestrial plants derive their carbon from the atmosphere, not from the soil (nitrogen, on the other hand, could be affected, depending on the plant species and the depth of the soil). In either case, the whole point of the available $\delta^{13}C$ values for the Neolithic is that there is minimal evidence for marine input, so the relevance of this as a critique is unclear (and indeed, it is only used as a lead-in to their next point, discussed below).

The issue of isotope ecology next raised by Milner et al. (2004) is an important one. Specifically, they argue that estuarine systems can show depleted $\delta^{13}C$ values, as there is a high input from terrestrial, freshwater systems. We concur that it has been observed in some estuaries that aquatic fauna have less depleted $\delta^{13}C$ values (e.g. Peterson et al. 1985). Indeed, this was intimated in a stable isotope study of Mesolithic and Neolithic humans in Portugal, where Mesolithic humans clearly had a recognisably distinct $\delta^{13}C$ value of $c. -15‰$, compared with the Neolithic terrestrial value of $-20‰$ (Lubell et al. 1994; see also Jonsson 1988 on Skateholm in southern Scania, Sweden). A similar situation applies to much of the Baltic, and especially the eastern Baltic, which oscillated throughout its history between freshwater, brackish and marine (Christensen 1995; Berglund et al. 2005). Even seals here at certain periods can have a very ‘terrestrial’ looking $\delta^{13}C$ signature (Lidén et al. 2004; Lőugas et al. 1996). This is hardly the ‘open sea’ that Milner et al. refer to as being isotopically variable, nor is the long Limfjord of northern Jutland.

But the special conditions indicated above are not, we would argue, nearly sufficient to support the weight of interpretation that Milner et al. (2004) place on it. The main point about estuaries is that they are complex and highly variable habitats, and this is reflected in their isotope ecology. Only sessile organisms such as shellfish, living in the estuary all of their lives, would show the full effect of the brackish water conditions, with possibly high freshwater input (and hence, depleted $\delta^{13}C$ values). Milner et al. note this but do not fully explore its implications. Many other organisms make use of estuaries for only part of the year, and these organisms would be far less affected by the local $\delta^{13}C$ conditions. And it is just such organisms that, in many cases, should be most attractive to human consumers if marine resources were being seriously exploited. The best example would be various fish species congregating for spawning, or in preparation for further movement upriver, such as in the case of salmon. Such species show a predominantly marine $\delta^{13}C$ signal, since they spend most of their lives feeding in the sea. For estuaries to so drastically affect the isotopic signature of human consumers implies that only local shellfish and fish species were being exploited, leaving, presumably, the bulk of the diet to come from somewhere else. But, do Milner et al. seriously suggest that the reason that every coastal Neolithic human in Britain
that has been measured has a terrestrial δ\(^{13}\)C value is because there was a shift to using only estuarine, not open marine, resources (and only some estuarine species at that)? And also, that this happened to coincide with an exceptional phenomenon whereby all of the estuarine resources in Britain happened to have, at that time, terrestrial-like δ\(^{13}\)C values, a phenomenon that was not in effect in the Mesolithic or subsequent periods? The evidence from the Neolithic of Britain and Denmark is simply too widespread and too consistent to support such a contention. There are measurements on more than 70 individuals from over 20 sites within 10km of the British coast, and none show any significant input of marine foods (Richards et al. 2003a; Schulting 2004). Nor do the great majority of these coastal values derive from the vicinity of a large estuary. Thus this cannot be used to explain the observed human terrestrial isotopic signatures. A far more parsimonious explanation is that, as we have argued, the appearance of farming resulted in a strong and rapid shift to an economic emphasis on domesticated resources.

While we agree that additional estuarine and freshwater faunal remains of the appropriate age would be useful in fine-tuning the interpretation of stable isotope measurements on humans, the reality is that little or no such material exists, at least for much of Britain outside of Orkney. However, this is not to say, as Milner et al. (2004) seem to imply, that no such comparative values are available. Where δ\(^{13}\)C values have been obtained on bone collagen (from Mesolithic and Neolithic contexts in Scotland, Wales, Denmark and Brittany, as well as more recent periods), they are on the order of −11‰ to −14‰, as expected for open sea marine ecosystems (Richards & Mellars 1998; Schulting & Richards 2002a, b; unpublished data).

The next aspect of Milner et al.’s (2004) critique relates to considerations of how the carbon and nitrogen from food items enter into bone collagen. Many of the points raised are dealt with by Hedges (2004) in his response to their paper, so there is no need to reconsider those issues in great detail here. But the issue is important enough to warrant some additional clarification.

As summarised by Milner et al., Ambrose and Norr’s (1993) feeding experiments on rats showed that, when adequate protein is consumed, dietary proteins are routed directly into bone collagen. This is the model most often employed in stable isotope studies, where it is recognised that measurements predominantly reflect sources of dietary protein rather than carbohydrates or lipids. However, the same feeding experiments indicate that, when low-protein (e.g., 5 per cent) diets are consumed, there is a more general contribution from total dietary protein, and so a greater contribution from the carbon in carbohydrates and lipids. None of this is in question, though the conclusions that Milner et al. (2004) draw from this are.

Hedges (2004), in responding to a number of the criticisms of the isotopic technique made by Milner et al. (2004) presents a scenario in which bone collagen δ\(^{13}\)C values for humans with up to 20 per cent of their total protein intake being from marine sources, could still have terrestrial-like δ\(^{13}\)C values if the rest of their diet was dominated by carbohydrates and lipids from plant foods. For this to occur, the humans would need to be living on a very low protein diet (e.g. less that 5 per cent of their caloric intake if we use the Ambrose and Norr model – Hedges does not actually define this in his paper), and then consume a large quantity of low protein plant foods. Most plant foods are indeed low in protein, but
processed cereals, such as porridges and breads, do have significant amounts (e.g. 9 grams per 100 grams of edible portion for whole wheat bread, compared to 23 grams per 100 for raw deer) of accessible protein (USDA 2004). Putting aside the difficulties of verifying a purely theoretical and mathematical model as presented by Hedges, this sort of result would require a very special type of diet indeed, one consisting entirely of cereals and shellfish. Shellfish, rather than other marine species, become necessary in this scenario, as Milner et al. note, because $\delta^{15}$N measurements are not affected by routing issues, since nitrogen is only found in protein, and so cannot derive from other components of the diet. $\delta^{15}$N values support a strong distinction between the Mesolithic and Neolithic (with more elevated values seen in the Mesolithic). To explain the $\delta^{15}$N values following their argument, only low trophic level marine foods, such as shellfish, could contribute any significant element of the diet and still preserve the observed difference in $\delta^{15}$N values.

It is almost unnecessary to point out that such a diet is unlikely to describe the Neolithic of Denmark and Britain. As noted earlier, and in the case of Britain in particular, we have abundant evidence for the consumption of domestic fauna, particularly cattle. Thus it is hard to sustain the kind of cereal-based, low-protein diet that is a precondition in masking a contribution of up to 20 per cent marine protein to the total dietary protein.

Finally, even accepting the possibility of this very odd diet, the sudden switch to an economy so dominated by domesticated cereals would constitute, in our opinion, a far more striking and surprising shift than the one we have postulated, despite the continued use of marine resources (still a relatively minor component of the diet) that it allows. It is surely special pleading, and again unsupported by any actual data, to argue for a specific diet that would mask the intake of marine foods in the isotope values due to the consumption of large amounts of domesticated plant foods. This is strange reasoning to support their view of a gradual dietary transition, as any suggested move from a marine based diet to one with mostly domesticated plant foods is a significant change of diet in the Neolithic.

**Ethnographic analogies**

Milner et al. state that it is ‘theoretically implausible’ that people in the Neolithic would turn their backs on the ‘cornucopia’ provided by the sea (Milner et al. 2004: 18-9). This is a curious assertion, as there are numerous well-known cases of groups of people avoiding certain classes of foods, including both freshwater and marine foods (Malainey et al. 2001; Simoons 1994). Indeed, there are decades of anthropological research and debate on this very topic, with the debate concerned with reasons behind such avoidances, not the fact of the avoidances themselves (Douglas 1984; Harris 1986, 1987). In their closing sections, Milner et al. (2004) seem to implicitly invoke an argument for a rather naïve economic rationality: seafood is there, it should be used. This position is particularly ironic given that Britain is so well known today for exporting most of the fish in its coastal waters to other European countries. Surprisingly, in an argument for economic ‘rationality’, Milner et al. take no account of decades of research on optimal foraging theory (Hawkes & O’Connell 1992; Winterhalder 1993). They take no account of variability in coastal access, and in the limitations of technology. Straight coastlines, for example, offer no easy access to deeper water. The fact that people were travelling on the sea, as indicated by trade in materials,
is quite a different thing than extracting resources from the sea. Time taken in collecting shellfish or in fishing is time lost from other activities that may yield higher returns. Regardless of how ‘rich’ the sea is, if an even more efficient and productive alternative is available, foraging theory predicts that it is the latter that will be emphasised. We are not necessarily making this case here, but offer this as one possible response to Milner et al.’s call for economic rationality.

Conclusions

To conclude, the isotopic evidence shows a rapid and clear change in diet associated with the earliest Neolithic in both Britain and Denmark. These results clearly go against the grain of much current archaeological thought on the nature of the Mesolithic and Neolithic transition, and especially against the view of the transition expounded by Milner et al. (2004).

Whether the avoidance (or certainly much reduced use) of marine foods seen in the Neolithic of Denmark and Britain is for ‘practical’ economic reasons, or for cultural reasons, is an interesting question and one that is being currently investigated and debated (Richards 2003; Schulting 2004; Thomas 2003). We do not see the explanation as likely to be a simple one. What we do argue on the basis of the stable isotope data obtained thus far, is that a real phenomenon can be observed, indicating a significant and rapid change in diet associated with the introduction of Neolithic material culture into Britain and Denmark around 4000 cal BC.

Milner et al. (2004: 10, 16, 18) misrepresent our position as stating that no Neolithic individuals ever ate any marine foods. The isotopic technique is not sensitive enough to permit any such claim, nor have we made it. What we have argued is that there seems, with very few exceptions, to be no detectable marine input in Neolithic individuals we have measured to date, and on this basis we argue that there appears to have been no significant dietary use of marine resources in the areas we have studied. And we recognise that there are some exceptions: ‘Interestingly, a few value of around −19.5‰ could indicate some minimal input of marine protein (on the order of 5-10% of the protein component) in the diet of some [Neolithic] individuals . . .’ (Schulting & Richards 2002a: 1023). The point is that this is of a completely different order to what is seen in the Mesolithic, and even then it is relatively rare on the basis of the available data (Schulting & Richards 2002a, b). Nor has this fact been downplayed in an attempt to ‘attract the attention of the archaeological community’ (Milner et al. 2004: 19), although we do admit to making an effort to communicate what we see as a very interesting, robust and initially unexpected pattern. Again, this is not to say that regional variation may not be found, and additional analyses are currently underway to address just this issue (though preliminary results from North Wales, Orkney and the Channel Islands continue to support a strong dominance of terrestrial resources).

As Milner et al. note (2004: 19), zooarchaeological data and isotopic date operate at very different scales of analysis; they even suggest that using one technique as a cross-check on the other may be misleading (although this formed a major component of their critique). But this is the essence of interdisciplinary research, and we do not accept that the different scales of analysis are irreconcilable, although they are certainly challenging. Where new methods
of analysis provide unexpected results, sometimes partly contradicting traditionally accepted views (and the ‘slow transition model’ is very much the new orthodoxy), there is clearly an opportunity to learn, and to expand our knowledge. Simple outright denial of the validity of one of the methods of analysis does not achieve this aim. Despite Higgs’ cold water and Milner et al.’s undisguised pessimism, we feel that inter- and cross-disciplinary research offers great potential. In this spirit we might suggest that Milner et al. apply the principle of Occam’s razor, which argues for the simplest, most parsimonious, interpretation of a dataset.

It is rare to get such clear differences between time periods in archaeology using any methodology, and we must engage with the isotopic data, as it is providing key clues to our understanding the nature of this enigmatic transition. We need to continue this isotopic work, comparing it with other lines of evidence, to get closer to understanding what happened at this key moment in the prehistory of these regions. Informed debate on this, and other, evidence is vitally important to better refine our methods of analysis.
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We welcome the comments of Mike Richards and Rick Schulting; however, rather than attempting to close the debate on the isotope evidence and the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition, as suggested in their introduction, we agree that the issues raised should be widely discussed and subject to critical and well informed scrutiny. We certainly did not attempt a ‘simple outright denial of the validity of one of the methods of analysis’ (i.e. stable isotopes); rather we wished to make the point that interpretations have to take into account uncertainties associated with the measurements. We have been pleased by the discussion that our article has invoked: two published responses (Barbarena & Borrero 2005; Hedges 2004) and numerous personal communications which have been supportive and critical in
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equal measure. In addition other papers have recently been published on similar themes for other parts of Europe (e.g. Borić et al. 2004; Eriksson 2004; Lidén et al. 2004).

Space does not allow us to deal with all the points raised by Richards and Schulting and so we will address a couple of key points. Firstly, we need to find ways of reconciling the different data sets. This is particularly important for the Danish material where zooarchaeological evidence is so strong for the exploitation of marine resources in the first part of the Early Neolithic (here defined as TN1: c. 4000-3450 BC). Richards and Schulting suggest that the remains of fish and shellfish are ‘largely irrelevant in the overall question of large scale dietary shifts’ – fish and shellfish being the remains of individual meals which are not indicative of the overall diet of human populations. However, we would argue that these remains accumulated often over hundreds of years and therefore provide evidence of long term subsistence practices. Very often the TN1 shell middens consist of as much, if not more, food remains than the Mesolithic parts of the midden, e.g. Norsminde, Bjørnsholm, Krabbesholm (Andersen 1991, 1993). In addition, most of these sites are found on the coastline and at the same locations as the Late Mesolithic ones, demonstrating a clear continuity in settlement. The same species of animals, birds and fishes are found; the only additions are a few indicators of domesticated animals. Of course we accept that there are inherent biases in the study of this faunal data, but this vast quantity of archaeological evidence cannot be dismissed simply because it cannot be reconciled with the small number of stable isotope results for this period.

If the stable isotope data is accepted as showing a terrestrial based diet we need to ask other sorts of questions which may help us explore why the zooarchaeological and stable isotope data sets appear to be opposed: Who is eating all this marine food? Are these people represented in the stable isotope data? If so, why does so much marine food waste occur and yet not show up in the stable isotopes? Is the marine food being consumed much more sporadically (so that consumption equals <10 per cent of the individual’s overall diet) and therefore is this quantity of food being spread out across a much larger population? Or, are there different groups with different diets perhaps some living a hunter gatherer life at the coast as evidenced in the Baltic (see e.g. Eriksson 2004)? Without considering these sorts of issues we cannot begin to think about subjects such as widespread taboos.

Scotland is very different to the Danish situation in that it has been possible to sample many more individuals and here we do not deny that there is a strong grouping of isotope results indicative of a terrestrial diet from about 4000 BC. However, unfortunately the only bone stable isotope evidence of Late Mesolithic diet in Scotland comes from Oronsay: a rather unique set of sites and a very small dataset. Although three of the four dated bones have a strong marine isotope signal, if we consider other sites in Britain and Ireland, the evidence for marine exploitation in the late Mesolithic is much more variable and includes stable isotope evidence for mixed or solely terrestrial diets, e.g. Rockmarshall and Killuragh cave (Woodman 2004: 49).

In some senses we are not contradicting Richards and Schulting, in that we agree that a change in diet did occur in the Early Neolithic. However, we perhaps disagree about the rate and timing of change. The key problem is that the terms rapid or sudden are rarely defined. We question what is meant by sudden change when dealing with time scales that cannot be reliably subdivided into units much smaller than 100 years. We also argue that there was
probably much dietary variability across Europe during the period c. 4500-3500 BC. For example in Scotland there is stable isotope evidence for terrestrial based diets from 4000 BC, but in Denmark there is less evidence until about 500 years later coinciding with the absence of marine fauna on archaeological sites.

We suspect that there is variability both within the Mesolithic and within the Neolithic, and that we should look for such variability rather than assume a single uniform Mesolithic package, replaced in due time by a single Neolithic one. Isotope data certainly has a role to play in that exploration but, as with all archaeological datasets, they should be treated critically and interpreted in conjunction with other sources of information (cf. Claassen 1998: 191). In sum, we need to start bringing different types of data together, synthesise new questions, think especially about time scales and look for spatial variability in order to continue the debate.
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